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One of the numerous
sailing ships which in
peace time plied between the Greek Islands; operating as a
m:inesweeper in the
Eastern Mediterranean.
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The "Nea Hellas" engaged in the New York-Piraeus run in prewar days. In the service of the Allied Nations as a troop
transport, has been torpedoed but kept· afloat and repaired
is now again in active service.

GREEI{ MERCHANT MARINE AT WAR
GREEK ships have been serving in the second world war ever since Sept. I st, 1939. The
Greek Tramp fleet, 450 strong of a total deadweight capacity of 2,600,000 tons, were almost entirely engaged in peacetime in transportation between foreign ports. The wa r found a large number
of these vessels in transit, mostly in belligerent waters , some in Axis ports, and a few at the actual
place of combc:tt.
The very first neutral merchant ship casualty happened to be the Greek freighter IOANNIS
CARRAS, sunk by the Poles at the entrance of the Port of Gdynia, in order fo prevent German
warships from entering that harbor.
Many Greek ships were trapped during the invasion of the low countries, and a little later,
when France fell, many Greek vessels, unable to obtain permission from the French authorities to sail,
were subsequently detained by the Axis Armistice Commission at Havre, Bordeaux, Marseilles, Casablanca, and Dakar, and their crews tasted the pleasure of concentration camps when the Fascist hordes
invaded our country.
There has been no prearranged understanding between the Allied Governments and the Greek
shipowners covering this war. Yet the Greeks we re the first neutrals to tender ships to th~ British
Government for the duration, starting in October 1939, and by February 1940 some 130 large
vessels were chartered at rates corresponding to almost half the ruling market rate. Though still
neutral at the time of the fall of France, the Greek shipowners, cooperating with the British Ministry
of Shipping, ordered all the ships discharging at French ports and those bound for French destinatien to proceed to British po rts, saving large quantities of war material, which otherwise would have
fallen into the hands of the Axis.
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The Motorship "KASSOS"
built just before the war.

Type of modern
G re e k fr e i g h t er.
From 1936 to 1939
Greek shipping concerns had 20 new
vessels delivered to
them from British
yards.

GREEK MERCHA
Since the 28th of October, 1940, the date of the dastardly Italian attack on Greece,
Greek shipping requisitioned by the Hellenic Government was graduc:illy placed in its entirety in the service of the British Ministry of War Transport. The Time Charter rate then
in force was, as mentioned previously, considerably below the market. Nevertheless, the
Greek Government required the shipowners to agree to a further reduction of 2/ - per ton
per month and to assume responsibility for the war bonus to the crew and the cost of installation of defensive armaments, degaussing, etc., in fact, another sacrifice of 2/ 6 per ton.
Greek shipping has contributed to the Greek Government in direct and indirect taxes
and levies, since the beginning of the war, upwards of $35,000,000.00. It has provided
the~ only means of support of the Greek Government in exile since the fall of Greece and
has financed their efforts to maintain and re-form the army, navy and the air force now
figlhting the enemy.
As in the case of the first world war, when the Greek Merchant fleet had by far the
lar43est proportion of losses amongst the Allies, the experience of the present war has
proved equally disastrous. Barely 90 ships remain out of the original 450 tramps, and four
passenger ships out of 67. Most of the latter were lost in the battle e>f Greece ~nd whilst
evc:tcuating British forces. Many were lost in home waters, engaged .as they were in the
transportation needs of the embattled homeland; some in far-off places, as New Guinea
and the India n Ocean, and the great majority in the Atlantic run carrying war supplies to
Great Britain.
Replacement of these units without financial help from our great Allies is well-nigh impossible. Greece does not possess the shipbuilding yards; its Government will, on liberatio n of the country, have on their hands the rebuilding of towns, ports and industries de-
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stroyed during the campaign and will be unable to come to the financial aid of the Greek
shi powners in their efforts to rebuild the Merchant Marine. But shipping is an industry vital
to the econo,my of Greece. In prewar days it supported tens of thousands of Greek seamen and their families and materially contributed to the need of foreign exchange , which
enabled the country to bridge the adverse balance of trade. The fleet must be replaced in
the quickest possible time to resume this most beneficial role and, above all, to igive muchneeded employment to the Greek seamen and help in the reconstruction of the country.
Six vessols have been allocated by sale to Greece under the British allied replacement
scheme and are now operating on behalf of the Greek Government, and under the newlyinstituted U. S. policy of bareboating tonnage, two Liberty ships entered the war service
under the Greek flag and are at present plying under the orders of the W.S.A. This is an
opportunity given to the Greek seamen of Greek ships lost in the war to serve again and
is highly appre ciated.
The Greek shipowners are also very grateful for the opportunity they have been given
to serve the cause of liberty in this way. They do not claim gifts from anyone. Their vision ,
their individual enterprise and their wise management, without any financial help th rough,
government :s ubsidies or otherwise, created in prewar times the second largest tramp fleet .
in the world . They entered the service of democracy from the very beginning.. The contribution of Greek shipping to the war effort cannot be adequately measured , but, if
the number of ships lost, as well as men, is of any account, theirs has been a ve ry con·siderable contrbution.
These loisses at par with the sacrifices of the Greek people in this conflic:t will have
gained for our unhappy country the same opportunity for work in the shipping field as
for their Allies and brothers in arms of the United Nations.

The S.S. "Themoni" in New York Harbor
carrying war material for the Greek forces
fighting in Albania . This ship was lost in
the battle of Crete.

FACTS ABOUT GREEK MERCHANT
MARINE'S WAR EFFORT
THE FLEET AT THE BEGINNING
OF THE WAR
450

Ocean Going Freighters

63

Coastal Passenger Ships

6

Mediterranean Passenger Ships

THE FLEET ON JANUARY I, 1944
90
6

Ocean Going Vessels including
Acquisitions
No Coastal Passenger Ships

4

Trans Atlantic Liner

Mediterranean Passenger Ships
Trans Atlantic liner

I19 Tugs, Salvage and Large Fishing
Vessels

No Tugs, Salva,ge and Lare Fishing
Vessels.

Losses include 80% of Ocean Going Freighters
I00% of Passenger Ships
and over 2,000 seamen's lives
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The S.S. NICHOLAS G. KULUKUNDIS discharging supplies for
the Bri'tish Eighth Army at a Western De!sert port.

COPY
SUBJECT
MESSAGE FROM COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF
NAVAL OFFICER-IN-CHARGE, TRIPOLI (T)
FROM
DATE
3rd FEBRUARY 1943 NO. 5/ 43
THE MASTER, s/ s NICHOLAS <5. KULUKUNDIS
TO
The following signal has been received from the Commanderin-Chief, Mediterranean Station, and may I add my congratulations:FROM: C.IN.C.
TO: N.0.1.C. TRIPOLI
(R) S.N.0.1.S.
Please convey to Master, s/ s NICHOLAS G. KULUKUNDIS, that I read with pleasure that his ship, which is so well
known at Western Desert ports, should be th1e first supply ship
to enter Tripoli harbour.
T.0.0. 18 I6B/ 2/ 2/ 43.
(signed) H. F. Waight
CAPTAIN R.N.

The S.S. "Virginia" with a
s~1ipload of Italian and German Prisoners captured during operations in the Western Desert, enroute from Tobruk to a prison camp.

A partial view of the Port of Piraeus showing
some of the 60 passenger ships now lost which
assured the sea communic;:itions in pre war
days.
The Port of Piraeus third in importance in the
Mediterranean has suffered heavy destruction
by Axis and more recently Allied bombings.
All the new warehouses, cold storage sheds
and discharging installations were hit and most
are practically useless.
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